
Mission 
In a time when the United States political climate is growing increasingly divisive by the day, we believe that 
conversation and compromise is key to repairing inter-party and inter-personal relations with elected 
officials. We also believe in people-power—the idea that individual action and opinion can make real 
change in the lives of other individuals. Although our democracy is not always designed to represent 
people perfectly, we believe that we can play a part in returning power to We The People.
Our company’s overarching aim is to encourage grassroots political communication and build 
people-power from the bottom up. Short-term, constituents and representatives will have the 
opportunity to hear from the latter on important bills or issues. Long-term, our hope is that our 
solution will play a role in developing a norm of simple and open lines of communication between 
elected officials and those who put them in office, and create a political climate that values honest 
discussion and differences of opinion.

How it Works
Representatives present upcoming bills and potential legislative ideas to your constituents in a place 
where they can to voice their purposeful ideas and opinions. Constituent’s respond with ideas and feedback 
on their own virtual podiums. Rebridgeus compiles constituent responses on representative dashboards, and 
presents the actionable data to your representative. Representatives can then put consitituent opinions into action 
when voting on bills and measures and constituents can stay up to date with representatives’ votes when issues on 
their podium are proposed or passed.

Values
As an organization rebridgeus aims to be unbiased, clear, safe, and pursue equality in every sense of the word. We 
understand that our market is divided and often controversial. Our platform aims to be a communicative addition to the 
market while also encouraging respect and understanding.

Unbiased
Our goal is to provide constituents with information to make 
informed decisions, presented as factual, statistical, and 
free from opinion.

Clear
Providing transparent information, free from rhetoric and 
jargon, to best assist constituents in the decision making 
process.

Safe
Our platform will be a place for discourse but will not tolerate 
hostility, targeted threats, or any form of hate which do not 
serve as tools for productive conversation.

Equal
We understand and value diversity, and our platform aims 
to reflect the same quality and treat those with diverse 
backgrounds and opinions equally.

rebridgeus Bridging the gap between representative and constituent.

Our Team
Janessa Cruz

A communications guru, Janessa 
focuses on messaging and creating  
copy for the rebridgeus solution. 
She handles all things written for 
our clients and users’ alike. Her 
double major in English and Digital 
Communications positions her perfectly 
to create clear and effective content. 

Devon Malloy
Project manager and designer, Devon 
works to ensure that everything looks 
great and runs ontime. With a dual degree 
in Digital Communications and Global 
Studies, her background in politics also 
helps rebridgeus  to better understand 
the market space and user needs.  

Albert Perdomo
A user-experience driven web developer, 
Albert works at rebridgeus focusing on 
the needs of our users and working to 
create an solution for both representative 
and constituent. Albert is a  Digital 
Communications major at Lebanon 
Valley College with a concentration in 
User Experience.  


